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ATG JAVELIN

when I was young, I enjoyed, as other children planes. One of my first toys was a
scale of a japanese Zero. Years later, don’t know because that zero or maybe because I
was a fan of a anime series called Macross (again planes), I started lo learn Japanese,
but because is difficult to find a job only knowing the Japan language I started learning
other thing that fascinated me too much.. The 3D animation.
There I was called ‘Japo’.... and still learning and learning, never left planes and video
games.

I remember a game in Sinclair Spectrum that was a 3D fighter plane. Well better
say, a vector plane, hehe... It amazed me, how every time the enemy hit you.. the glass
of the cockpit appeared a bullet hole.
Later it came F-18 interceptor in Amiga. That game was the reason I bought that marvelous computer.

And so on... continued learning.. and started to work in this industry of the 3D.
First web pages, latter It came RebelAct Studios. A Spanish company that made Blade
of Darkness (or Severance). It was amazing for me to participate in the development of a
high game.
The problem was always the same. Not too much money and one or more not very professional people that made the project and the whole company break.

That was the 2001, and I continued flying (virtually).
Then it came more companies. Little Spanish ones, with the same end. And a trip to
work only one month in Germany for Crysis on Crytek (I missed too much my country).

So.. Fs2000, Lock-on, the great Fs2004, and FsX.

Suddenly I saw a game. X-plane. It had not to good looking planes, not very good
landscapes compared with fs2004, but good sensation in simulation. Tested x-plane 7
but not liked too much.
X-plane 8 was really good but until version 8.64 I couldn’t fly on a 3D cockpit, that where
also very ugly. So I gave up, and continued with my great Fs2004.
But 9, came.. and 9 was tremendous!!. Great landscapes!! and virtual cockpits not as
good as fs9 but they had something (better frame rate).
I started to fly those free planes.

One day I chose the AT-6 TEXAN of Bobo.. and the sensations was really ok.. but
it had no virtual cockpit. So I thougth.. “If someone could make one cockpit for this...”
4 months later I created that cockpit and was the beginning of this.
That Texan with cockpit can be downloaded here:
http://forums.x-plane.org/index.php?autocom=downloads&showfile=6135

Three months later, after summertime I finished the ATG Javelin. A prototype that only
had 10 planes or less in market.

Why Javelin? Because is like an F-18, smaller, pacific and fast. Really ideal for
making VFR or IFR. Fly fast if you want and you have not so many free time. Ideal for
making a tour around the world. Ideal for flying.

Thankyou for buying my work!!
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When you fall in love, sometimes it goes
well, other none. You don’t know at the beginning but you only know something. That person,
thing, or whatever is perfect, so you continue
happy everyday.
That’s what happened with the Javelin.
The first time I saw the picture above this words
I fell in love. That was the plane I was going to
construct for X-Plane.
The first thing you do when you wanna
make something is look for information. So I
used saint google and reported me to this page:
http://www.avtechgroup.com/

I wrote to the Aviation Technology Group
and asked them permission to copy their plane,
and information about it.
No answer? What happens?. Other mail.
The same. Looking in forums saw that they
broke. AAARGGG they broke!!!! So the plane it
was a fiasco!! Do I continue working on this?.
The people of simulation likes to have the same
planes they like... If this plane never went outside? What will happen?. Why do you make
this? For money? No way!! 15$ each are not
going to make me rich for sure. I do it because I
am in love with planes and enjoy looking for solutions to most common problems building it.

So I prayed to another saint, saint Youtube and saw other videos. Cool.. they have
stuff over here!!. Pictures around, but no too
much things around. Even the information about
the plane was something as short as this:

Developing nation: USA.
Manufacturer/designer: Aviation Technology
Group Inc.
Production line: Front Range Airport in Adams
County, Colorado.
First flight: September 30, 2005.
First delivery: take place in 2008.

• Crew: 2
• Long: 11,3 m
• Wingspan: 7,6 m
• High: 3,20 m
• Wing surface: 13 m²
• Empty Weigh: 2.500 kg
• Max Weigh on Take off: 3.400 kg
• Engines: 2 Turbofans Williams FJ33-4-18M
• Unit power: 8 kN
• Maximun Speed: 978 km/h (Mach 0.8)
• Range: 2.200 km
• Ceiling: 15 km
• Climb Speed: 46 m/s.
• Wing Weigh: 220 kg/m²
• Weigh-push ratio: 0.56
• Fuel: 760 liters
Mach 0.95
Maximum Altitude 13,715m (45,000ft)
Stall Speed <90kt
100ktLanding Approach 110kt
Load Limits +6g to -3g
Maximum Ferry Range1,200nm

So, with this and a few photos, videos,
and almost one small photo of what was going
to be the cockpit, I started the project, with lot of
illusion, hours without sleeping, and a wonderful
girlfriend that supported me 200%.

Is it this plane the same as the ATG Javelin Mk-20?. No. Absolutely.
So did you made a mistake buying this plane?
Well if you are a super-hardcore-simulator then
you won’t be with this plane. It probably don’t fly
as the real one. The instruments are not in the
same position.
So why do I call it ATG Javelin? Because is so
close to the real one, that no other sim plane in
x-plane or other simulator is like the real one as
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mine is.
Maybe if I could have more information I could
develop a more closeup simulation of the ATG
Javelin Mk-20.

Front panel

But if you are the kind of person who
likes to fly planes that gives you really good
sensations. That make you feel like you were
there, sit piloting it, then this is a really good
plane. One of the bests I have ever seen on xPlane.

Ok.. so you have it right now. You have downloaded it form whatever place. (if you have this
plane not paying any money for it, just downloading it from a share-place, e-mule torrent, or
whatever.. not paying for it just the 15$ or so it
will cost (don’t know still how much will be),
then I have nothing to teach you. I am the first
who have had illegal copies of music, or software. I think is not bad until you like it. If you
like this plane, then please pay it. Why? because if you like it, and I don’t see no money I
will never do it again. I will never stay 3 months
(well it’s coming to 4 and still here) after work
making planes that you would like. So your
choice).
You have downloaded it and put inside
the folder of your choice.
You go to load the plane, and there it is!!!
great!!! My money is invert in this little jewel!!

Inside the cockpit

So.. you are the kind of person, can’t wait to
read the manual and you are already in!! hahaha.. ok.. I see you have come back here! So
you have some little problems to understand
what are all those buttons for?

Lets start describing the parts of the cockpit:

Let explain which is the function of each
button.
KEYBOARD .

When you have to introduce any reference point, airport icao, Vor or whatever in the
computer you have to press these buttons.
LEFT FUNTION BUTTONS (LFB).

Keys that make functions depending on
the page of the computer you are.
RIGHT FUNTION BUTTONS (RFB)

Same as point 2, but other functions.
MAIN PANEL SCREEN

You can see here the different functions
of the computer. The Fms, the Radios and the
Autopilot.
FREQUENCY SELECTOR

This knob only work for selection of the
frequencies of the radio
CHANGE BUTTON

For interchanging the frequencies. The
active and the standby frequency on the radios
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FMS

(Flight Managment Computer)

If you go to plane maker, and select the
Radios GPS FMS, the description it gives to
you is this:
This device allows you to program route
through multiple waypoints just like a commercial airliner. As the aircraft’s autopilot flies the
route, the computer automatically loads each
waypoint into the GPS receiver

NUMERIC KEYPAD

The numeric part of the letter keyboard.
COMPUTER FUNCTION SELECTOR

This knob alternates between the 3 functions of the main computer. The FMS, the Radios and the Autopilot (AP). Will be explained
more.
BRIGHTNESS KNOB

Controls the intensity of the light of all the
instruments in the plane.

The FMS that this plane has, is the
same as you can put inside any plane in Plane
Maker, but skinned in a different way. So if you
already know how to manage the FMS, I am
not going to make loose your time, because is
better fly than read this.
But if you don’t know always is good to read
this, because I am writing all of this by night,
when I could do something more interesting to
do... hehe.

Well. The first thing you have to do to select the
FMS in the Front panel is turn the Computer
Function Selector (8) to the left.
Once you have done it, you have access to all
the buttons of the main front panel.
The first time you see it.. you will have something like this:

PREV - NEXT

For alternate between the pages the
FMS has in that moment.

This is the first page of the trip you will
program in the computer.
Next you have to INITIALIZE the FMS.
To make that you have to press the INIT button
that is on the front panel section 4.

Once you press it, you will have a Plan
Segment 02:
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So in our case we are departing from
Salamanca Airport (Spain), and want to go to
Madrid Barajas. The normal way to make the
STAR via Perales VOR.
To make this we press the VOR button on the 4
section of the front panel. We will see this:

if you press the PREV button, you will go
to the page1 of our programmed route.

But this page has changed. There you
can see important information of where you are
right now.
In the second line, you can see the Longitude
and Latitude of your plane.
On the third line, you can see that you
can input coordinates. In this case there will be
the ones you want to go.
To gain access to input that coordinates, you
have to press the 3ºLFB (the top rounded by a
yellow line).
The fourth line is to input the desired altitude.
To input it, you have to put the cursor over the
4º line pressing the 4º LFB (the button yellow
rounded).
You can see also underscore with yellow
line, the distance of that point and the ETE (estimated time to reach it at current velocity).

so we go again to the page 2, pressing
the NEXT button and there we can put the type
of waypoint we expect to reach. A fix, a vor, a
ndb or an airport.

The computer is expecting a name of a
VOR. So we start pressing the P button, then
the D button and at the end the T button at the
Keyboard (1).
Each time we press a button, the computer will
see coincidences in names that has inside. Is
important to have well updated all the fixes, vor,
navaids (for me is a problem because is not
easy update this waypoints in x-plane.
So, when we have just pressed the PDT,
it will appear this window:

It recognizes that is Perales, so I see is
inside the database. Then at the 4º line we can
input the desire altitude we want in feet.
To do that, simply press the 4º LFB and the the
numbers in the numeric keypad (7)
We can see the distance (maybe there is another Perales on the world.. so better checkout..
hehe..) and the estimated time to reach it at current velocity.
When we do it.. on the EFIS (we will talk
about it in next pages, but lets start saying is
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the right screen) we will see a red line direct
from our position to the PDT VOR. Isn’t it
magic? I love when things goes well!! hahaha.
So.. what next?.. well.. I suppose we
have to land on an airport.. so lets press the
AIRP on panel (4).

And then press LEMD (the icao of Madrid Barajas) on the keyboard (1)

The red line on the EFIS will now be two
lines.. and that is our route.
Of course we can make our routes the longer
we want.

What happens if we mistake one thing.
Well we can correct it putting the cursor with
the buttons BKSPC and SPACE and then writing other thing instead what we had.

Next thing we are going to talk about are
Radios. When you make a route with the FMS
you don’t have to input the frequencies of the
navalaids on the radios, it do it itself internally
but if you wanna fly a route by hand, then you
will have to go to the RADIOS panel.

RADIOS
To access to the radios functions you
have to turn the computer function selector (8)
to the center position.
When you do so, this screen will appear

and other important thing will happen. It will
make useless some of the buttons. Is not fun if
you are on the radio or Autopilot.. touch a key
of the keyboard by mistake and then change
your route without you knowing.
So in the RADIOS, the only buttons you
can press are, the numeric keypad (all but 8
and 9), the selector frequency knob, the make
active freq button and the 3 top LFB and RFBs.

Which type of radios we have on the Javelin?. Well.. we have Nav radios, to navigate
through the VOR, land on ILS, etc..
Com radios, to communicate with people on
land or other planes.
ADF radios to switch to other type of navaids
and navigate via DME.
And a transponder to send a numeric code to
the controller of the area we are.
There are two type of radios per each of
them (not the transponder, that is only one, and
each of two has a active and standby frequency.
How we select the Nav, Com or ADF radios? The answer are the LFB (2) and RFB (3).
The Nav1, Com 1 and ADF1 are on the LFB
(2), and are represented in green numbers.
The Nav2, Com 2 and ADF2 are on the RFB (3)
and are represented in red colour on the
screen.

So because there are only 3 type of radios, the only 3 first from top LFB and RFB are
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selection able.

Com 1 on the 2ºLFB

But, how do you change a frequency?.
If you wanna talk with tower for example in
127.470 then you have to tune that frequency
on the Frequency Selector (5)
If you put the mouse over it, you will see two
type of rounds arrows. One big and other small.
The inner part of the selector is for the
decimal part of the frequency (the small arrow).
The outer part of the selector is for the number
itself.

Is better to tune the frequency on the panel 2D
(well there is no 2D panel, but if you press the
‘w’ key in your personal keyboard, of your computer, you can manage a better way this selection, and you won’t be mad trying to point while
your have any turbulence.

And ADF1 in the 3º LFB

If you select the RFB you will have the
second radios:

To select the Nav2 Press the 1RFB,
Com2, the 2RFB and ADF2 the 3RFB.

If the controller says to you, “transponder
on 4264, all you have to do is key that numbers
in that order on the num keypad (7).
If you mistake, press them again until last number. Next one will be the first.
The Transponder is always active, so if you fly
online you have to activate via squawkbox.

While you are modifying the numbers,
you can see them on the standby frequency,
which is the right number of the two pair they
appear (the blue marked on the picture)

To make it active (the yellow squared on
the top picture), you have to
press the make active button:

At that point you will be able to hear the radio of
the navaid you have tune or the person that is
on the other side of the frequency.
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Autopilot

So you are bored flying. Just wanna light
that cigarette or have a drink while you just contemplate the landscape at 20.000 feet.
Like other planes, this Javelin has a
system of autopilot. The computer will do what
you want, but you have to tell her the right way
because maybe you could finish your trip on
that mountain.
The autopilot will try to follow your instructions
but sometimes it could not. If there is too much
turbulence, or bad weather. Wind or whatever
not normal condition, maybe it cannot, so at
that time maybe he decide to switch off the autopilot and with an sound signal tell you “hey!! I
cannot do it so don’t put the resposibility of your
life on me for now. Smoke that cigarette later
please!!!”

Well.. the autopilot you are gonna manage in
this plane are three types. Horizontal, vertical
and speed. Lets start:

You can test freely turning them. Nothing
will happen if you have not press any autopilot
mode (on the left side)
But that will only happen, Changing of
numbers in the main screen of the front panel.
If you wanna activate the autopilot, what do you
have to do?
Well.. first thing I never do is activate
any autopilot mode when I am on ground. I
start leaving the values I will want to fly with,
and then when I on air, at a safe distance from
the ground, I activate the modes I want.
So lets start!

The first thing you have to do is turn the
Computer Function Selector to the most right
position. In that position you will have something like this:

You here have control of Altitude (ALT),
Speed (SPD), Heading (HDG) and vertical Velocity per second (V/S).
So, how do you introduce the values for all
these four variables. No, not using the numeric
keyboard.
There are 4 rotaries al the most right of the
panel that do that. Below each one there is the
function it change when you rotate it.

Here you can see all the modes you can
activate on the autopilot of the plane. When you
press one of these, automatically it will light
with a green light showing you that is active,
and also more symbols will appear on the main
screen of the autopilot on the front panel
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This is the switch that controls
everything on the autopilot. When you
activate it the flight director will appear
on the HUD. The flight Director is a
cross that tells you where you have to go if you
fly with autopilot off.
So switching on this button doesn’t mean the
autopilot will do anything. If is the only mode, it
won’t do anything but putting the FD (flight director in auto mode).
If the horizontal part of the cross goes up, then
you have to climb (down, you have to descent).
If the Vertical part goes left, you have to turn to
the left, and right.. turn to the right.

One of the most difficult modes to
understand how it work.
First of all, you have to take care if you
have mapped the elevator trim to one of the
buttons of the joy. Maybe for that reason it
won’t work. Leave it, but if you notice is not behaving as it should then deactivate the Elevator
trim.
When you first activate it, you will see how the
plane levels and stay in the altitude where it
was when you pressed it. It also will appear “alt
eng” message on the main screen:

When you first press other mode, then
this AP will switch on also. If you press it, it will
go off and all AP mode (good when you are landing and want to go to manual mode.
IMPORTANT:
If you have any rotary of your joystick
assign to the trim vertical, (or maybe what
ever button of the joy) be careful because
maybe the autopilot won’t do what are you
telling to it. Is not a error of the autopilot. Is
that any movement on the joystick always is
over the autopilot (for safety purpose) so
leave unassigned the vertical trim on your
joystick if you are planing to have a flight
with autopilot mode (most if is ALT mode)

The Heading mode is to make the
plane point in a particular direction.
There are 360º around your plane, so if you
want for example, go to the East, you have to
turn the HDG rotary knob until you can read 90
on the screen of the center panel, and then
press the HDG button, to activate his mode.
To deactivate press it again or press the
AP button.
If you are for example traveling to the east and
a controller says “please turn right 20º”, just leaving the HDG mode I just turn the HDG rotary
until I read 110 on the screen. The plane will roll
to the right until it is on 110º. Easy isn’t it?

what do you do if you wanna change to
other flight level? For example up.
1. You have to select the new level on the ALT
rotary knob. Nothing will change but only the
number. The plane will continue flying with the
same altitude.
So, You have to press the V/S mode and immediately the ALT mode will switch off and the V/S
mode will be “green” showing on the screen of
the main center panel the attitude of the plane
in that moment. In our case 00 feet per second.
So we turn the V/S rotary to our desired
climb velocity (for example 1000 f/s and you will
see the message ALT ARM on the screen

(in the picture above the altitude is 3510, the
same as it was. Forget it.. imagine is for example 11000 feet).
So, that message will tell us the altitude
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mode is selected and armed.
What does it mean?... The plane will continue
climbing 1000 f/s (if she can, because maybe
you haven’t got power or you are just on your
ceiling), until the marked altitude on the ALT
display.
In our case, when the plane reaches
1000 feet below the desired altitude (in our
case 10000 feet) we will hear a sound advising
us to take care of the autopilot. When it came to
11000 feet we will see how 1000 feet/s number
on the v/s section will change to 00 again.. and
the plane will catch the 11000 feet gently (if
there is no turbulence or strange things.

If we just wanna change to a below altitude, then we do the same.. but put a lower altitude in the ALT selector.. and in v/s we turn until
see negative numbers. Be careful of the speed
of the plane. You can control it or the computer,
but we will see that later!
We have just seen it before, on
the ALT mode. If there is not ALT ARM
message on the screen, then activating this
mode will produce to climb or descent at the
rate we introduce to the screen.
Be careful to introduce very high numbers
(+9000 or -9000) in positive rates, the only
thing it can happen to your plane is that can
stall if it has no power (which can be very dangerous also at certain altitudes). Negative ones,
can make structural damage if you try to recover from a high speed. Be careful.. you don’t
have a ejector in your cockpit (only model mk30, and this is the civil one)

The speed mode as it says, controls the plane to fly at the desired speed we
have chosen with the SPD rotary knob.
If we haven’t activated the auto throttle
then the plane will try to catch that altitude climbing or descending.
Also you can see a mark on the hud on the
speed tape, showing which is the desired
speed. Manually you have to push or release
the throttle to gain or loose velocity (also use
the air brakes, not showed in any button of the
cockpit but that you must map on a key or joystick).

As it has said on the Speed
mode, it controls the amount of gas you put inside the engines to gain more or less thrust.
As you activate and put a desired speed on the
screen, you will see how the levers of the throttle move forward or backwards alone. Don’t be
worry, is not the phantom of the lost Bermudas
pilot!!.

This is not just for a VOR follow
as you maybe think. This is also a LOC mode
to approximate an ILS approach.
When you activate this mode, you have to tune
on the NAV1 the frequency of the desired VOR
or ILS you want to catch. Then you choose the
course on the knob I will tell later (well I know
you cannot wait, is the Avidyne, the left big
screen. The left knob, that controls different
modes.. will discuss laaaateeer!! )

Pressing this mode, you will follow the Glide Slope of an ILS approach (if it has). Is not easy to catch it, because
you have to be at the right altitude, at the right
distance.. If not, it will try, but can loose it.
When it catches, the plane leaves the altitude it
was flying at. Normaly you have an ALT mode
before. It switches off the ALT mode and engage the G/S mode, starting to descento towards the beginning of the runaway at a good
pitch for it.
Ufff too much for my writing!!! and is only 10
pages!!! The writers of a 400 page manual will
suicide?

The approach mode will engage
the VOR (or better say LOC) mode
and the G/S mode also.
Is the way to intercept an ILS.

To do it.. first you have to introduce the
ILS frequency on the computer. Then the
course of the runaway.
Then imagine you are flying at 4500 feet with
the HDG mode and ALT mode activated.
You are approaching the runaway and you
press the APP mode. Nothing happens (if you
are far from the runaway but you can ‘hear’ the
signal from the ILS.
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So, you are flying towards the runaway,
and when you are approaching the desired
course, the HDG mode will deactivate, and then
the LOC mode will engage. The plane will turn
until is align with the runaway.
But it will continue flying to the same altitude as
is it shown on the ALT screen.
When it catches de glide slope, the ALT mode

will switch off and the the plane will start to descent to the beginning of the runaway.
Be careful of turbulence, wind etc. Always have
a finger over AP to disconnect it, and the other
hand and feet over the joystick and pedals.
As is it shown on the picture, there are three
marks on a ILS approach.
The Outer mark, the middle mark and the Inter-

nal mark. While your plane is flying over this
marks the autopilot will show them with a blue
O (outer mark), a yellow M (for Middle) and a
white (I) for the internal (be ready for touch
down)

It will activate the Vnav mode,
that is only for passing at the right altitude is
marked on the FMS. So If you make a program
on the FMS (talk before about this function), if
your introduce altitudes, it will try to catch them.
The Horizontal navigation you have to
do it with the HDG mode.
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THE MAIN DISPLAYS

We have seen one of the displays. The Center one. The small one. But still we have 3 more
screens to look information in them.

The position of the screens are the same as the cockpit of the Javelin was going to be, but I
changed the order, because better looking at the information.
In the real one the horizontal display was in the middle, but there I discovered a problem of visibility with the joystick, so I moved it to the left. Hope the puritans of flight simulator forgive me for
that.
So, we will start showing from right to left.

THE EFIS.

This is the normal EFIS from Plane
Maker. I couldn’t make any beautiful map with
colours and all such of things. Maybe next time
or an update.
But is a map with lots of information inside. As
the description of the Efis in Plane maker says:
“EFIS map. The moving map displays, airports,
navaids, weather, and other air traffic in your
area” so, not bad, isn’t it?

Around this window we can see different
buttons that controls different functions of the
EFIS display.
The two rotary knobs are below, one controls
the navigation through the different modes you
have on an EFIS, and the other makes zoom to
the area surround you. Feel free to navigate
through them.

At the same position, more or less, you have
two switches.
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The Vor1/ADF1 and
Vor2/ADF2 selectors. Both of they
have three positions. The top one
is to show the Vor position (with an
arrow of different colour for the
vor1 and vor2, and the info of distance, etc, if it has. Also for Loc mode.
The middle position is to show you nothing. Is a off position.
And the below one is to show you the ADF1 or
2, on the EFIS, with information also of the
arrow where it is.. distance, etc, if it has.
That info (only the name and distance,
will appear on the Avidyne. If there is nothing
tuned, then it will show nothing.

The green buttons, will show you or hide
this information:
WXR: The weather information. Will show a
radar of the precipitation (rain or hail) there is
around you.

TCAS: Will show you or hide the proximity traffic around you. It will show you with an arrow,
that inform you about the heading of the plane
(or ovni? hehe) it’s velocity and if it is below or
above you, showing the feet over or below you.

AIRP: This will show or hide the airports that
the database has around you. It will also put the
ICAO code to recognize them.
WPT: The waypoints or fixes that surround you.

VOR: Vors. Mmmm I think your are ready to
start to test for your self!! hehehehe

NDB: Elephants around you.. Well ejem.. coff
cofff.. NDBs.

Ok.. you are pressing this modes.. and
nothing happens. Is a bug!! you will say!! I am
going to write to the author right now!! Noooooo
wait!!! You have to put the FMS mode on the
front panel to show them all!! If not.. then you
just will find vors or ndbs if you are on Radio
mode.
F/Cº: This is the temperature outside. The
switch will toggle between Fahrenheit and Cel

sius degrees. I as, European prefer Celsius, but
by default it always comes on Fahrenheit.
The temperature is the real one, and is not affected by the plane.
I have also put, info or the altitude and
indicated velocity, because sometimes is hard
to see it on the HUD (thanks Bobo for the advice).
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Management Screen

On this screen you can control different
information about all the system aboard, and
also see the failures in case something happens to the airplane.
In all of the 3 pages, always there are
the important labels to tell you what is happening on the aircraft in all moment:

GENERATOR: indicates your generator has
failed. You are now flying of the battery and
should plan on landing soon before the battery
runs down.

HYDR PRESS: Indicates a problem with your
hydraulic system. you will lose your flights controls if the hydraulic system fails.

BATTERY: This light indicates that your electrical system voltage is low. Electrical equipment
such as avionics and electric fuel pumps may
malfunction.

MAST CAUT: This light indicates there is a problem with the plane. Check out other advisor
lights to see what happens.

OIL PRESS: The engine oil pressure is low.
Once this light comes on, your engine has a
very limited lifetime. Plan on an emergency landing if that was your only working engine.

These are:

ENG FIRE : There are two of them. The left
one if for the left engine or engine1 and the
right one is for the other. If both are in fire, you
are in big trouble.
You must shut off fuel IMMEDIATELY and hope
the fire doesn’t spread on other parts of the
plane. For do so, you have to unlock the fire
switches on your left. Don’t touch them if you
wanna recuperate that engine that is not on fire.
FUEL PRESS: For both engines also. This light
indicates that your fuel pressure is low. Possibly
of a fuel pump malfunction or because you are
running out of fuel. Expect your engine to stop
working soon if this persists.

FUEL QTY: This light indicates you are going to
run out of fuel soon. Find quickly a place to
land, because there is only a tank inside. Not
right or left tanks or reserve.

OIL TEMP: Indicates that your engine is running excessively hot, which will significantly
shorten the engine’s life if not addressed.
Throttle down the engine, and fly at a lower altitude to cool the engine.

PITOT HEAT: For some time I though it was the
cooler of the pilot to feel warm... hahaha. Well..
The light indicates the pitot heat is on
SPEEDBRK: This light indicates that your
speed brakes are extended.

SLAT: The slats are out. What are the slats?.
The slats are little surfaces that go out the
wings on the border of attack of the wing to
make better stability and not fall in a stall. This
plane used very usually on speeds around 150
knots or so.

ICE DETECT: Will turn on if the Ice detect
switch is on and there is ice on the plane.

FLAP POSITION: To know the position of the
Flap, you can see more clearly this indicator
instead of the same on the HUD.
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Engine management

The first of the three screens is the engine management.

Fuel management
Is the default one when you start the
avionics, but you can access it pressing the
ENG button below the screen.
There you will find 4 round tapes:

N1: Here you can see the N1 of both engines.
The left (1) and right (2). What is N1? N1 is the
speed at which the first stage (outer) compressor is turning in the turbine engine. The value is
expressed as percent of the original maximum
design speed.
When you start your engines, it will be on a
40%.

EXH: This is the exhaust gas temperature. This
is the temperature of the exhaust gases leaving
the engine. It is measured at the exhaust manifold of a piston engine and at the exhaust port
of the turbine engine.
FF: This is the rate in pound per hour at which
the engine is consuming fuel.

PRESS: This is the ratio of air pressure between the intake and exhaust of the jet engine.
Is a good measure of the airflow through the
engine.

The second screen of the center panel is
the Fuel management. There you can see the
info of the remaining fuel you have on the
plane, the fuel flow are consuming both engines, the time you have at this consume of flight,
the distance you can reach with that Fuel flow
(range), and the weight your plane is, with that
amount of fuel.
Nothing more to say.
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Failure management

This is the final screen of the three it
has. There you can see the possible failures
the plane has at that moment.
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AVIDYNE

This is the last of all screens the Javelin
has inside. Is on the most left of the cockpit and
is one of the most important to fly and navigate
correctly.
Lets see all of its elements:

Gps (FMS), VOR, NDB, ILS, ADF, etc...

Buttons: Do you see the blue squares
with letters on the screen close to these
buttons? With this you can access to different
functions on the avidyne. Lets talk about them:

Just put a zoom over the HSI you
have on the center of the screen. One
is a whole circle, and the zoomed one
is the semicircle.

The brightness knob. With this knob
you will be able to control the brightness
of this instrument. Sometimes is hard for the
eye to see it too bright on dark nights.

The first on the left function do access to the navigation radios. If you
continue pressing this button, you will
navigate through all possible navigation modes:

This is like the function before
this, but the second VOR, GPS, NDB,
etc.... You cannot put a course here.

The third help in radioaid helps. If
you haven’t got enough with the two before radioaids navigation functions, you can put
one more here, but not course neither.

With this, you can control the Heading bug, as the rotary HDG bug you
saw before on the autopilot. When you
turn it with the Knob (3) you can see how the
pink mark of the HSI changes.
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The Altitude Bug. Is the same as
the rotary knob on the autopilot, but you
also can change it’s value here. When you
change it (here or in autopilot) you can see how
the altitude number (4) changes.

The Vertical Bug can be controlled here. Is the same as the V/S rotary
on the Autopilot panel. When you change it you
can see how it changes the pink bug in the vertical speed indicator (5)

So you are wondering where the
altimeter can be calibrated. Here is the
place and only one. So before departing please
hear ATIS and do it to have a correct lecture of
altitude every time.

Rotary Knobs. Well, with this two rotary
you can control the functions of the left,
and right part of the avidyne.
In Navaids functions it controls the course you
want to fly in a VOR, ILS, NDB inbound or outbound. This is the only place to do it. You can
see two HSI in this Javelin. One here on the
Avidyne, and the other on the first mode of the
EFIS (to show it, go to the EFIS and rotate the
rotary mode knob to the most left part)

Is the number of the Altitude bug.
It will try to reach and hold that altitude if
you activate the ALT Mode in autopilot.
The Vertical bug you can control
for the pitch of the plane. If you activate the V/S
mode of the autopilot, the plane will try to follow
that rate of climb or descent.
That is the altimeter calibration
number.

This is the wind direction and
force of it. You can see an arrow
that represent the relative direction
from your plane, and two numbers.
The first one is the absolute direction (in our case 2º), and the second one is the
knots per hour it is blowing (3 knots in our
case)

Also, you can see on the AVIDYNE the TAS
and the GS. The TAS is the True air speed and
the GS is the speed relative to the
ground. This is important to know inbound to VOR and catch the course propertly.
Also here you can see information
about the radioaids you have tuned if you
activate the switches on the EFIS.

There is other instrument (included recently, so no photo on the general AVIDYNE),
that is between the two rotary knobs:

The right rotary knob controls the numbers inside of the bugs (Hdg, altitude and vertical velocity), and also the Altitude pressure.

This is a Switcher that choose which info
should represent the AVIDYNE. Nav1 or Nav2.
That way you can have two separate courses
of the same VOR or different frequencies.
And that is all screens we have on the
Javelin. Well.. no.. there is another one. The
HUD.
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HUD

The HUD is a representation of different
instruments in front of you, but on a reflective
glass to let you see through it and not be any
problem in your visibility.
So much information we are going to discuss over here:
This is situated on the left part of the
HUD. It represent the vertical scale velocity

This is the AIS, the air speed indicator. When you change the speed bug,
on the autopilot, you will see a bug here
showing the desired velocity you want to
go at.
Also you will see some little squares at
top or bottom sometimes, that tells you
possible limits on Speed or secure flap
management.

This is the artificial
horizon. you can see a
tape with the degrees
of the pitch of the
plane. which is represented by the point
and 2 L inverted.
Also in the middle
(in this case is 022)
you can see the heading the plane is flying
at this moment.

At the top of the HUD is the Compass.
You can see a diamond sometimes. It shows
you the direction you have to point the nose of
the plane at, to reach the selected waypoint on
the FMS or a Radio NAV.

To control the position of the flaps
you can see it here. It won’t show if they
are retracted.
Indication of the landing gear.
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The altitude tape shows the altitude you have.
If you have changed the ALT bug
then you will show it on the tape.
To calibrate the altimeter
you can see the altimeter reference just below the altimeter tape.
On the top of the Altitude you can
see also the Radar Altitude (the real
altitude you have with the terrain. Only will be
shown at altitudes closed to 1500 feet.
On the left side of the hud, there is another instrument. The angle of Attack. Is an important instrument to make good landings.
If you go to the wikipedia it says:
Is the angle between the chord line of an airfoil
and the vector representing the relative motion
between the airfoil and the air. It can be described as the angle between where the chord line
of the airfoil is pointing and where the incoming
air is going .

This is telling that you are in the
correct approximation to the runaway.
You are descending, your nose is
pointing down but your are ok for
landing.

If your see this symbol it is saying
you that your nose is too high, so
please lower it before you touch the
asphalt with the engines!!

Do you wanna make a big hole on
the ground with your nose?, or just
destroy the nose gear? This is the
way you are going to do it!!!

Raise the nose!!!

So.. bla, bla, bla.... What is important to
you is for a good landing you have to have the
right AoA, and this instruments gives to you so
easy.

This instrument is three lights that tell
you you have to put your rise your nose, lower
it or you are ok.

You also have other instrument similar
as this but with a more precise measure. Is on
the right of the panel. You can see that at certain angles your plane goes into a stall.
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Well.. yes!! these are all the screens you
have inside the Javelin. Now we are goint to
discuss about other instruments on board.

Panel Right

Avionics: This is the switch that
control that the instruments you have
on the Javelin has or not power. Of
course you have to have battery on,
first.

Here you can control the lightning of the
plane. A switch down is off. Switch Up is ON.
When the light is active, you will see it green.

Beac: Is the Beacon Light. You have to
switch this light on, before starting the engines..
and will be on all the flight until you switch off
the engines. Is the last light to switch off, and
the first to switch on.
Nav: That is the Navigation lights. The lights
on the tip of the wings. The green on the right
wing and the red on the left wing. One of the
first lights you also switch, after the Beacon.

These instruments control the lightning
of the plane.
CLOCK: To take control of
the inbound outbound legs on
wait parameters or other things,
you can use this clock Chronometer. SEL and
CTL change between clock and chronometer..
and reset it to zero.
This gauge will control the
amount of fuel you have on
board. You can also see it on
the Fuel Management, on the
center screen.

TAXI: When you start taxing to the runaway or
going to the platform, you have to switch it on.
Once you are inside the runaway you switch
them off.
STROB: The strobe light is put when you are
going to line up with the runaway and is switch
off when you leave it. Is a flashing light to tell
other traffic you are there!.

LAND: Is the landing light. Switch it on when
you line up with the runaway even if its daylight.
You can avoid bird strikes with this light.
When you takeoff and retract the gear,
switch it off, because a light inside the plane is
not use, and consume energy.
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There is other
instrument on the
right side. The
GMeter. It controls
the amount of Gs
(force) the plane is
at certain movements. A G is the
weigh of plane. 2..
is two times and so

on.
This plane can fly between -3 and 6 gs. Below
or above those values can make your plane
break in pieces.

Panel Le

You can see 3 green lights. Those
indicates the landing gear are down. These are
three because the 3 wheels. The center one is
the front gear, and the lateral ones are the rear
ones.
When the lights are pointing up and red, then
the landing gear is retracted. If you have pull
the handle down, and there is one light red (you
have to wait a little to fix on position), or more,
then you have a problem. That gear didn’t locked or released from it’s position.

These switches activate the
electric fuel pump per engine.
The anti Ice switches. They control the
heat on surfaces to prevent ice on then.
They are:
PITOT HEAT: This
gives heat to the PITOT
tube. The pitot controls
the information about
different variables on the plane. If you see that
your indicated speed goes to 0, activate this
switch, but is better always to activate before
flight.

ICE: Detect the formation of ice on the surfaces of the plane. Up is detection on. Down is
Detection off

Here we have these instruments.
The landing gear: With this handle you can retract or put out the
landing gears.
There is no mouse trigger for this
one so you have to map it on your
Joystick or press the g key.

Anti Ice: If the ICE detect is active then when
a warning of ICE is in the central screen panel.
Activate this switch to start heating those zones
to clear the ice from them.
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Le side
On the left side of the pilot, we have several instruments:

rottle

These two levers controls the amount of
thrust you put in each engine. The left one for
the left engine (1), the right one for the right engine (2).
You can manage each engine separately. For
do it so, you have to map that function on the
keyboard or joystick, as well as both movement
of the throttle. There is no mouse trigger for this
lever.
When the auto throttle is switch on you
will see how the levers go forward or backwards automatically.
The flaps handle is
for flap management. If you map
it on a joystick or button of the
keyboard, there are two positions. Takeoff configuration, and land configuration.
But here we have a mouse trigger so
can put what ever position we want. Just pick
up with the mouse and move.
When you release the flaps you will see indicated on the sign of the central screen or hud:

This is the ignition
system of the Javelin. It
has a Starter and a Igniter (one per engine).
To start a engine,
you have to put the trigger of the starter on the
“on” position(you will
see a green “on” on it. see that the fuel valves
are open, pump fuel if necessary and press for
a second or so the igniter button.
The igniter button will be pressed all the
time the engine is running. Once the engine is
running you can put the starter to the off position if you want.
When you detect fire on
the engines, you have to
switch the fuel flow for that
engine. The way to do that
is activating this switches. It
has no animation on it, so
be careful if you press them,
because you will stop the engine you press.

When you start a engine, then
you can press the Gen button to
make a generator. With that you
can feed the energy on the plane
and it will continue feeding the instruments on board. Green light is on.

So you want to have a little
of fresh air? you pull here
with the mouse and the canopy will open.
Imagine you are on air? no
problem. The secure lock
won’t let you open it.
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Right Side
Before turning our eye completely, below
the Right Screen, we can find a little red handle.
The audio panel is important to listen the
Morse signal from the navaid you have tuned.
The MKR are for the aid signals on landing (the
markers).
It is the Parking Brake. To Release you
have to push it. When you are airborne there is
no mouse trigger. Only on ground.

Outside

There is another instrument that there is
no mouse trigger for it. You have to map it on
your joystick for example or a keyboard. Is the
Speed brake:

Now we are at the right position.

Here it is the Cutoff fuel. You can change
the valve to feed or not the engine.
When you load the plane for first
time on cold and dark cockpit, the
valve will be on (the red case of
the switch down).
When you have just arrived to the
airport.. parked, and want to stop
the engines. The thing you have to do is turn
this switch off. The red case will go up, and the
engines (both) will be cut.

When you activate it, you will also see a
message on the center screen panel
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So, you are ready to fly
On the next pages I am going to make a tittle tutorial
of how to fly this plane, from start on the platform to the end
of our destine airport.
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TUTORIAL LERS - LESA

LERS - LESA

When I studied mathematics always
asked the teacher an example. For me is important after the theory to understand it with a good
example.. and from that example, I will do
others, because at that point I see the theory.

For understanding all the instruments on
the Javelin, we are going to make a trip from
Reus to Salamanca in Spain. Well.. yes, I am
not flying on USA, that is the normal thing when
the developers teach the plane on tutorials but
well, this is my country, and Salamanca is my
born city, so a little tribute and maybe you will
fly over my country that is beautiful.

We fill the page like the picture, and
press the button “find route”

One important thing is to have the last
navigation aids updated for x-plane.
I think this site has them:
http://x-plane.org/home/robinp/#Install

but no sure, because I am using others I have.

So our trip is from Reus (LERS) to Salamanca (LESA), Would be nice if you have the
airports geometry. I only have Reus, but if you
navigate a little on internet you can find beautiful ones.
So, always, before loading the simulator
we have to plan the trip.

Planification
We have ended our hard day on work,
and still have energy to stay more hours on the
computer in our favorite hobby.
We have internet (if not.. is no problem,
but is always better). so we go to this page:
http://rfinder.asalink.net/free/

There you can plan your trips from zero:

So this is the route:

LERS - (sid) CRETA - NEXAS - ADUXO ELROT - CJN - HORTA - MAGIN - INDEG DISKO - UNSOL - (dct) LESA
(Of course the normal way to put this route is:
LERS sid CRETA G7 CJN A33 UNSOL dct
LESA
but we haven’t got FMC, just FMS so, we need
all the fixes.

Next we need the cards of the airports
and the route (low routes).
First we go and find charts of Reus and Salamanca. You can find them here:

http://www.aena.es
but the site is in Spanish. There are other places for sure, to find them free.
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TUTORIAL LERS - LESA

Reus Chart, SID rwy 25
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So, the first thing we must know is the
ATIS, to know which is the active runaway, even
if we can flight, because the weather.
So first we open our canopy, and sit
down.
We have all the plane cold and dark (to
do this you have to unmark the option “start
each flight with engines running” inside the
menu “settings / Operation & warnings / Start
up
Once we have loaded our plane on
LERS (you have to have the Europe scenery

installed)

To Start the power you have to press the
Battery button (the yellow on the picture)

Once you have done, you have energy on the
plane from the battery, which not last forever so

TUTORIAL LERS - LESA

There is energy but you can see the N1
indicators are at 0%. Then engines are shut
down.
So we start to program the computer
FMS to follow the route we found before. We
have seen the weather on ATIS (I prefer fly on
IVAO or VATSIM).
We see the wind this morning is from
253º and only 3 knots so we are going to depart
from Runaway 25. So great for us!!

But we have to call Ground to ask for approval of the IFR plan, so imagine we have Full
ATC tonight. We see that the GRN frequency is
121.7, so we go to our front panel and switch to
RADIO function:

you have to do things quickly.

You will see how the battery switch was
illuminated in red and also there were some
flags on the management screen (alternator,
and other). Also the Avionics switch is illuminated to indicate where it is. It is not active. Still.
We press it (the one yellow on second
picture, and all noise (fans) and the christmas
tree lights up.

Press the Yellow marked button (2LFB)
as the picture to switch to Com1 radios,
and with the frequency knob we tune
the 121.70. Then we press the “make
active button” to make it active.
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And make sure that the Com1 audio switch is
active on the audio pannel:

So, we are ready to start the communication with ground. We’ll ask permission to validate the IFR plan:

Pilot: “EC-J32 good day”
GRD: “EC-J32 go ahead”
Pilot: “EC-J32 on platform Reus ask authorization to fly to Salamanca as filled”
GRD: “Flight plan approved, call when your are
ready to copy”

TUTORIAL LERS - LESA

With the keypad we put CRETA, and
pressing the 4LFB (the yellow one) we can
input the altitude we want at that point. As the
SID Chart says that at 13 DME RES we have to
have 4000 feet or more.. we just want to be at
4000 on CRETA (should be more.. but is ok for
this). With the Num.Keypad we input the 4000

Press NEXT and then FIX again. We are on
Plan segment 03

So, we have authorization, so we can
start putting all the route information inside the
computer. Lets start:
We go to the FMS front panel function, and
press the INIT button. We will have this:

This time is NEXAS (you can see the
flight plan), and with the 4LFB we can input
13000 feet (our final altitude) on the FMS page
3.
NEXT and FIX again. Page 4

Press the NEXT button. We will on Plane
segment 02.
Press FIX button, because we want to introduce a FIX point (the first of our SID) CRETA.

ADUXO and 13000 feet.
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NEXT and FIX again. Page 5

ELROT, 13000 feet.
NEXT but this time VOR. Page 6

TUTORIAL LERS - LESA

MAGIN, 13000 Feet

NEXT and fix.........
We introduce also INDEG, DISKO at the same
altitude. UNSOL because is the only point and
42 Nm to LESA we introduce 5000 feet (we
have to see the charts of LESA to know the
safe altitude.

The VOR is CASTEJON (115.6) and the
same altitude (if you find that is not recognized
the fix, or even the VOR is maybe because you
have not updated your navaids.
NEXT and FIX. Page 7

HORTA the same altitude (you have to
input it everytime)
NEXT and FIX. Page 8

NEXT but we are not going to press
AIRP button. We press VOR, because if we see
the arrival to LESA we have to fly to BBI VOR to
initiate the approximation to the rwy 21.

And on the charts.. the minimum altitude
to catch the ILS is 4500 so we put that altitude.
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We press NEXT and we are on Page 13.
This time we look for a AIrport so we press the
AIRP button, and input LESA. No altitude this
time.

We have programmed all the info we
need in our FMS to make a good trip to Salamanca.
So we call Ground again:
Pilot: “EC-J32 ready to copy IFR”
GRD: “EC-J32, you are approved to Salamanca
as file via CRETA2R. You are approved to start
engines. Transponder on 3232 Call when your
are ready to taxi”
Pilot: “Authorized via CRETA2R, and start engines, we will call when ready for taxi”
So we are going to start this baby to
sing!

Start Engines

The first thing we need to do, is tell the
others around, you are going to run the engines. We don’t want any to be hurt.
Instead of raising from the cockpit and yelling
“EVERYBODY I’M STARTING!!!” we switch on
the red lights below us and on the tails.
This is done by the Beacon Switch light:

TUTORIAL LERS - LESA

2. We press the Ignition1 button for 1 second or
so.

You will see how the N1 round indicator
in the center screen rises until 40% and stays
there.
3. We activate the other starter 2

4. Press the Ignit2 button for 1 second and will
see how the N1 of the right engine rises up.

Now that we have both engines running,
is the time to activate the GENERATOR to produce both engines energy for all the systems on
board.
The switch is on the left side:

Now we have done, we go to the left side
of the plane and there:

1. we activate the left Starter (the “on” signal will
be visible).
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Ok. We have the plane running with
energy. We start the Nav lights

now.

TUTORIAL LERS - LESA

So we have to tune the RES frequency
on NAV1. So we go to the radios function on the
main central panel, and press the 1LFB to activate the Nav1 frequency.
With the tune knob, we put the frequency of
RES (114.2) on the standby position. And then
we make it active with the make active button.

All the light of the buttons will be on, right

So this is the time to see some instruments to fly the right way through the SID
CRETA2R.

So we go to the CRETA2R SID Chart,
and read:

Rwy25: climb in R-241 RES direct to cross 13
DMERES at 4000 ft or higher (minimum slope
5.1% until reaching 4000 ft). Then turn right to
intercept and follow R-101 MLA. Follow R-101
MLA to intercept and follow R-253 RES direct to
CRETA

If we go to the AVIDYNE on the Left
screen, there we will be able to choose the 241
course, to be followed later.

This maybe is too much for someone
that never fly before, or not very familiar with
this type of departures, so is better to fly offline
and press the pause, every time you are not
ready to fly it correctly.

Copyright Aena

So we are going to prepare or the instruments on board to be ready on time when all
things happen (and they happen quickly.
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If we go to the Nav2 mode selector (the
selector between the two rotaries) of the
AVIDYNE, we will see the radio still is not audible from where we are. So we have to travel to
there and when we start listening, then we will
introduce the course on the AVIDYNE, because
now it doesn’t let us change it.

So we can see on the NAV button on the
Left side (the first one) that the Vor with it’s frequency is tuned. If not press the close button to
change different navigation aids (maybe gps...)
With that active mode (the nav-1) on the buttons on the left side we turn the rotary knob until
we read 241º on the course.
We can see the arrow rotate on the compass of
the center.

We are going to tune the MLA VOR on
the second Nav. So, we go to the radio panel,
Press the 1RFB, change the standby to the frequency of the MLA vor (112.10), and make it
active with the “make active button” bellow the
change frequency rotary.

Because we maybe won’t pay attention
to the AVIDYNE when this radio NAV2 is active,
we activate the audio alarm on the audio panel.
We will start listening the code morse of MLA
when it starts. At that moment we will go the the
AVIDYNE and input the 101º course.

So we are ready to release the parking
brakes and make a taxi to the Holding point of
the rwy25. We ask authorization to ground control:
Pilot: “EC-J32 ready to taxi”
GRD: “EC-J32 taxi to Holding Point of runaway
25 via alpha and call tower there on 118.15”
Pilot: “ will taxi to HP rwy25 and call tower on
118.15, EC-J32”
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So we switch on the taxi lights, start pushing throttles and at 15knots make our taxi to
HP of rwy25.
There we stop the plane and tune the tower frequency

And input everything for the Autopilot,
before start

Altitude: 6000ft. Is the transition altitude for this
Airport and we have clearance ‘til there.
We have to setup the altimeter first:

Pilot: “EC-J32 on holding point of the rwy 26,
good day”
Tower: “ EC-J32, good day. Enter and hold”
Pilot: “enter and hold, EC-J32”

We put the flaps to take of configuration:
The first point (15º)

The Right rotary on the AVIDYNE will
change the altimeter to 29.94. The read that we
had on the ATIS.

The Speed: 190knots to be in a good speed far
from the stall (150 knots without any flaps)
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The Hdg: 241. Is the route we have to follow to
make the CRETA2R SID after take off.

The V/S: 1500f/s Is a good rate to climb just taking off.
So we turn on the strobe lights and the
landing ones, and turn off the taxi lights.

Line up with the runaway. Start the Timer
to count from zero (is not necessary but I always like to do it to know the travel time)

We continue our ascent to the 6000 feet,
watching the DME from the RES vor. When we
are at 13 DME from RES we turn the heading
rotate until it reads 281º (the opposite direction
to make a inbound to vor MLA, as read on the
CRETA2R SID chart.
Before this, we have
heart the MLA signal on
NAV2, went to the NAV2
mode of the AVIDYNE and chose the 101º
course, to make an inbound approximation.

We have just turned the plane to HDG
281º and with the plane aligned to the 101
course we change to NAV1 quickly. We still
have the RES vor tuned, but in the AVIDYNE
we change the course to 253º.
When we see how the needle, comes to
the center, we turn the plane to HDG 253º, to
intercept the R-253 RES.

Fly!
Start pushing the throttles and while gaining speed controlling the line with the pedals.
When we are at 120 knots we pull the
joystick gently, and when we see a positive
climb rate, we retract the landing gear, and the
flaps.
Remember that in this plane you cannot go faster than 200kts with the flaps down, and that
you have to be below 250 with the landing gear.

So, when we are at 500 feet or so from
ground, we activate the v/s mode. At that time
the Alt mode will be armed. We turn on the auto
throttle, so the plane will try to run at 190 knots.
We also activate the HDG mode to follow the
241º.

The plane will be on 6000 feet right now.
so we change the altimeter to 29.92. The standard one.
At this time the Departure
from Reus will make us proceed to
our final altitude (13000 feet), so
we can do 2 things.

1.Turn the Altitude knob to 13000 feet (nothing
will happen). Press the V/S mode and turn the
knob to 1500 feet/s so the alt mode will be
armed, until the plane reaches 13000 ft.
2. Just turn on the NAV autopilot mode.
We turn the VNAV mode (NAV button)
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Automatically the altitude mode will be
armed to 13000 with the message vnav eng
below
So, how do we find CRETA?. Well we
are at the right direction, but how far?.
If we see the low route charts, we can see that
if we program the NAV2 with Calamocha vor
(116.00) and the radial 92, then at 62 DME from
CMA (39+23) we will be at CRETA.
So we are at Creta, at 13000 feet heading to 253º. When we are close to Creta the
FMS will change to the next waypoint, NEXAS.

To reach NEXAS we have to follow R-92 inbound to CMA (116.00). So we have tuned that
frequency before en NAV2 and if we have signal we can put the R-92. If not, we just turn to
272º (the opposite direction), with the HDG autopilot Mode.
At 23 Nm from CMA we are at Nexas,
and the FMS changes to ADUXO.

As we can see on the charts, we have to
tune the CJN vor (115.60) and go R-72 until
crossing ADUXO and ELROT.
When we reach CJN, we have to intercept R-299 outbound of CJN, and cross

HORTA (38 nm from CJN)
MAGIN (52 nm from CJN)
INDEG (94 nm from Zamora Vor ZMR 117.1)
DISKO (72 nm from Zamora vor R-119 ZMR)
UNSOL (52 nm from Zamora Vor R-119 ZMR)
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Before reaching DISKO, the plane is
flying at 13000 feet.
When we past it, the VNAV system will read,
that the next waypoint has to be flout at 5000
feet, so the autopilot system will arm the ALT
mode to 5000 feet, and the plane will fly with
the V/S mode at -500 feet/s. If we want more,
then we can introduce a new value on the V/S
rotary.

So we are flying at 4500 feet to cross
perpendicular to the Holding pattern.

20nm to BBI, we are going to call Salamanca Tower 139.30 to tell our intentions.

When we pass 6000 feet, we calibrate
the altimeter to the new Altimeter setting.

We are now at our last Fix, and the plane
will look for the BBI vor. Our first point in the direct arrival to LESA. Is time to see the LESA
charts (on next page)

As we can see we have to incorporate on
the holding area, crossing from the East, to 31º,
and then making a 1minute turn to right until the
plane catches the 211º radial BBI (112.20)

So this is the way you have to do in the
Javelin the approach to the Rwy21 of LESA to
make a good landing.
Below 10000 feet we are below
250knots, flying with the HDG mode to 297º.

We see on the charts that the ILS of the
rwy21 is 110.10. We introduce in the standby
NAV1 that frequency, but no make it active, because we still need the BBI Frequency.

When we cross BBI (to show where is
BBI, we can put the Switcher on Vor1 on the
EFIS screen. There will be an arrow that show
us where is BBI), we put the HDG to 31º.
The plane will cross it and start turning to the
right.
We are now flying parallel to the inbound
holding pattern (211º). Fly around half a minute
in the 31º direction, and then put the HDG to
211º. The plane will start turning to the right.
At that moment we make active that
110.10 frequency we had on the standby frequency of NAV1.
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When we do that we
see on the artificial horizon of the AVIDYNE there
are two new elements.
One is the Localizer (on
the horizontal) and other is
the Glide Slope (on the
vertical).
Both have white arrows telling what you have to do
to be on the right path to land. (in this case, we
have to turn to the left, and climb, but we know
that the glide slope will fall so that arrow also as
we are closed to the runaway. So we better stay
at 4500 ft). Descent Speed to 150 knots.

While we are turning, we are going to activate
the APP autopilot mode
When you do it, both the VOR
and the G/S mode will be active
also.
Still the HDG and ALT
mode are the modes that fly the
plane, but APP modes are armed.

TUTORIAL LERS - LESA

When it does the autopilot activates the
G/s mode, and the plane start to descent to the
runaway.

You put full flaps (when you get inside
the holding pattern you should put flaps one
not, and reduce speed to 170 knots).

The visibility is really poor
this afternoon so is a good
idea to land with the ILS
system. and we start putting
an eye outside (well always
was, but now more important).

When the plane recognizes so close to
the ILS signal, it will align the plane with the localizer.

We receive the outer mark signal and still
no visibility at all of the runaway.
On the charts, it says that if we cannot see the
airport at 214feet from ground, then we must
make an frustrated land.
The plane will be aligned
with the rwy21, but still at
4500 feet.
The G/S mode is armed
but still waiting that the
white arrow falls.

The blue circle is the Outer Mark of the
ILS system. We will hear bits sounds when we
are over it.
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We are at 434 feet on the Radio Altimeter (so ok) and we see the beginning of the runaway.
we put our hands on the joystick, and the
feet over the pedals. The hand over the Throttle.. and the other hand (we only have 2
hands?... well.. hehehe) over the AP button.
We press it, to disconnect autopilot.

This you have to do it for yourself!!! I am
not going to say how you must land an aircraft!!!
iif still you don’t know, why don’t you start with a
Cessna?. Yes I now!!! why do I tell you this at
this PRECISE moment!!!!!
Ok.. I have the controls!!!
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Of course, before landing, we had authorization of Tower to land.
We have landed and slowed the plane.
We turn next taxiway to the left, and switch off
the landing light, and the strobe ones.
Switch on the taxi lights, and contact ground.
They give us instructions to park on the platform
and there we go.
Stop over parking site, put the parking
brakes, switch off the generator, the avionics,
and to stop the engines we cut off the fuel

Open the cockpit and....

... welcome to Salamanca. Eat Hornazo!! is
great!!! (and also Jamon of Guijuelo!!!)

We can turn off the strobe lights,
and nav ones. Switch off the battery.
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Specifications
Like I said before, this plane is not like
the real one. Well, I could say that is better, because I think there are no more, because of the
break of the company.
This is not an excuse, It is just my version of the
ATG Javelin. I couln’t do too much without the
specifications of the real one, but sure if I had
them, sure the Javelin would never be the same
as the real bird.
For sure not only mine, but all planes, commercial or free in all simulators are not the same as
the real ones. Maybe they are very close in specifications, etc.. but is not the same flying on the
real air, than on a simulator. Never.
So I have test this plane, and I can say:

Vso = 110 knots (Stall speed or minimum
flight speed in landing configuration)
Vs= 150 knots (Stall speed or minimum ste
ady flight speed for which the aircraft
is still controllable)
Vfe= 200 knots (Maximum flap extended
speed)
Vle= 250 knots (Maximum landing gear ex
tended speed. This is the maximum
speed at which it is safe to fly a re
tractable gear aircraft with the landing
gear extended)
Vno= 490 Knots (Maximum structural cruising
speed)
Vne= 550 Knots (Never exceed speed).
PosG = 6
NegG= 3

You don’t have to learn all these numbers. They are on a panel on the right side of
the pilot (you have to learn the abbreviation).
Maybe you see (because you are a kamikaze) that in any moment you were faster
than these speeds, and nothing happens to the
aircraft. Continue that way, and will see what
happend with your 2 million $ plane.
These speeds are only the safe speeds you can
fly. But maybe sometimes you also are flying at
a very far low speed, and see the plane start to
shake. Maybe turbulence? thermals?..

whatever. That’s the beauty of fly in this simulator. The atmosphere has a important thing to do
here.
I don´t have to say too much about the
rest of specifications. I never liked too much the
theory, but the experimental stuff. So fly it.. and
understand the plane. Maybe you like it or
maybe not. Of course all my work have been
done to you enjoy this plane, and fly it for hours,
days or decades!!! hehe.
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Plugins...

There are two plugin that maybe you are
interested to use with this plane.
For both of them I have left on the main folder
of the Javelin, configurations for them.
One of them is the PilotView
http://www.xpluginsdk.org/pilot_view.htm

With it you can configure 8 views inside
and outside the plane. I have defined 8 views
(you have to load them on pilot view) so with
keystrokes (read documentation about how to
use pilotView in the link), you can fly on the pilot
and copilot side. Yes, you can also fly on the copilot, but some of the features of the plane, are
only on the pilot seat. For these you have limits
on the movement (if you have TrackIr, not letting you move your head out of the cockpit.
There are also other views to make good
selections, with totally limits on the movement
(only rotation of head) of the main instruments
of the plane.
One more thing to say about this plugin. Inside
the rendering options in x-plane, you have the
angle of view. I suggest you a 65-70º angle.
Other plugin you maybe interested is the
flybywire plugin. These type of planes are very
difficult to fly like the slow ones. Maybe if you
pull hard of the stick on very fast speeds, you
can break the plane. Flybywire, takes controls
of what you want to do and make little corrections to make it, so it saves your plane... but sometimes is something you don’t want to do. I
prefer to fly without it, but you have the choice.
If you want to use it, you have to download it here:

Liveries
For this plane I wanted to make different
liveries. To load them, you only have to go the
the plane/load livery. There you will find in alphabetical order:
Default

Europe

France

Germany

Italy

White Template

http://forums.x-plane.org/index.php?autocom=downloads&showfile=228

Follow instructions carefully. This is not
an easy one to install.

Colour2
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Spain

U.K.

U.S.A.

Of course there are not all the countries
in these liveries. So many times when I bought
a product and never saw my country or region,
it was a shame. I have not all the time in the
world and not al the capacity in memory. sorry if
your country is not included, but if there are
many people from a country that ask me to
make their livery, I will.

But, I wanted to include another surprise
in this release. The photoshop templates. If you
navigate to the Templates folder, you will find a
zip file which has two files. One file for normal
photoshop, with all the layers you need to make
good liveries.. and the big never seen one: The
CS4 3D template!! You can paint if you have
Photoshop CS4 complete in 3D, so it will be
sooo easy to you, and sooo fast to make your liveries. You cannot load this psd, inside any
other photoshop. Well you can, but the only
thing you will be able to see is a side of the
plane. You cannot rotate it, zoom it.. or whatever. This is like paint scale models. hehehe!!
Great!
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When I am writing these lines, I am remembering the first time I started to make this
plane.
Was on 4 of September of 2008, and today is 7 December of 2008. 3 Months of hard working..
no stop, even sometimes in places I should not work on this. And this all by the never ending
support of my girlfriend Inma.

I want also to thank you to Pedro Mirayo ‘Bobo’ for the help, the beta testing and the
final touches on the plane to fly better. Without him I couldn’t make this plane.
Also thanks to the people of X-plane.es because I found solutions and support for continuing making the Javelin, and also great moments and talks.
And the help of the people of X-plane.org to listen my questions and answer them
To Ben Supnik for the ideas, and Austin and all the equip of x-plane, because making
such a great simulator. Thank you. Hope you continue the great job.
To 4th Perrus Squadron, E69 and the people that left a message on the javelin video or
the TEXAN I made before!!
Thanks!! and sorry about my English!!

Javier Rollón Morán

Copyright: You cannot sell this plane, or modification of it, or any of it’s parts without the
permission of it’s author, Javier Rollón Morán. You can modify or create any new part, or modification of the plane and share for free with others, but you cannot sell it, if it need any of the parts,
files there are inside this plane.
You cannot also copy this plane for free to others, or any modification of the plane without the permission of it’s author.
If you see that any of this is violated, please contact me on Japo32@yahoo.es

